Abstract-With the explosive growth of genomic information, the searching of sequence databases has emerged as one of the most computation and data-intensive scientific applications. Our previous studies suggested that parallel genomic sequence-search possesses highly irregular computation and I/O patterns. Effectively addressing these runtime irregularities is thus the key to designing scalable sequence-search tools on massively parallel computers. While the computation scheduling for irregular scientific applications and the optimization of noncontiguous file accesses have been well-studied independently, little attention has been paid to the interplay between the two. In this paper, we systematically investigate the computation and I/O scheduling for data-intensive, irregular scientific applications within the context of genomic sequence search. Our study reveals that the lack of coordination between computation scheduling and I/O optimization could result in severe performance issues. We then propose an integrated scheduling approach that effectively improves sequence-search throughput by gracefully coordinating the dynamic load balancing of computation and highperformance noncontiguous I/O.
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INTRODUCTION
G ENOMIC sequence search forms an important class of applications used widely and routinely in the life sciences. A sequence-search tool compares a set of query sequences against a database of DNA or amino acid sequences using an alignment algorithm and then reports the statistically significant matches between the query sequences and the database sequences. The similarities that are found between a new unknown sequence and a sequence of known function can help identify the function of the new sequence and find sibling species from a common ancestor.
Today, the collective amount of genomic information is doubling every 12 months [1] , [2] , [3] while the computational horsepower of a single processor is only doubling every 18-24 months. The widening disparity between computational capability and the massive technological advances in sequencing technology necessitate highly scalable sequence-search tools that are capable of taking advantage of state-of-the-art massively parallel computers. For instance, initial studies have shown that large sequence-search jobs, such as genome-to-genome comparisons [4] and database-to-database alignments [5] , take hours or even days to complete on supercomputers consisting of thousands of processors.
Our past experiences suggest that the key design challenge of massively parallel sequence-search tools lies in their highly irregular computation-and-I/O patterns:
. The execution time of a search task is hard to predict from metrics such as the size of the input data. Tasks processing the same amount of input can have execution times that differ by orders of magnitude [5] . . The output data distribution on different processes is fine-grained as well as irregular, varying from one query to another depending on the search results [6] . The reasons for these runtime irregularities are twofold. First, the required compute time and the output data distribution of a search task depend on the similarities between the compared sequences, which can vary significantly even between different tasks processing the same amount of input data. Second, popular sequence-alignment algorithms, such as BLAST [7] , [8] , employ heuristics to improve computational efficiency, making it hard to predict the execution time of a search task.
The efficient scheduling for irregular scientific applications has been extensively investigated during the last decade, with a wealth of techniques proposed for dynamic load balancing by leveraging applications' runtime profiles [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] or probabilistic signatures [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] . Most of these scheduling studies, however, focus on compute-intensive applications and do not address the irregular I/O issue in data-intensive applications. Existing studies on noncontiguous I/O optimizations [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] , on the other hand, emphasize improving actual I/O performance in isolation and often ignored interactions with the scheduling of computation. Thus, the interaction between I/O optimizations and the computation scheduling for irregular scientific applications has not been well-understood.
In this paper, we systematically address the runtime irregularities of parallel genomic sequence-search applications. We consider our contributions as follows:
. An empirical study that shows how the lack of coordination between the I/O optimization and the computation scheduling can result in severe performance degradation for genomic sequence search, a representative example of data-intensive applications with irregular compute kernels. . An integrated scheduling approach that gracefully coordinates fine-grained, dynamic load balancing and asynchronous output processing to maximize throughput and prevent the aforementioned performance degradation for large-scale sequence search. . An asynchronous, two-phase I/O technique that optimizes concurrent noncontiguous I/O access without paying synchronization overhead imposed by traditional collective I/O techniques. . A performance evaluation of our integrated scheduling approach and asynchronous two-phase I/O, running atop mpiBLAST [24] , an open-source, parallel sequence-search tool. Hereafter, we refer to the above collectively as mpiBLAST-PIO, short for mpiBLAST with parallel I/O. 1 
BACKGROUND AND OTHER RELATED WORK 2.1 Genomic Sequence-Search Algorithms
Genomic sequence-search tools employ different alignment algorithms to compare a query sequence against a database of sequences. Examples of such alignment algorithms include Smith-Waterman [25] , Needleman-Wunsch [26] , FASTA [27] , and BLAST [7] . Of these, the BLAST family of algorithms is most widely used in biological and biomedical research. BLAST compares a query sequence against a database of sequences with a two-phase, heuristic-based alignment algorithm. The database sequences that are most similar (measured by a statistic called E-value) to the query sequence will be reported along with the matching results.
Genomic Sequence-Search Parallelization
Because searching a sequence database is computation and data-intensive, many parallel approaches have been investigated to cope with the rapid growth of sequence databases.
Hardware-based solutions [28] , [29] , [30] parallelize the computation of individual alignments. These solutions are highly efficient but require custom hardware such as fieldprogrammable gate arrays (FPGAs). The optimization techniques presented in this paper focus on software-based parallel solutions. These techniques, however, can be generalized to efficiently glue many hardware processing units together to deliver even higher search throughput. Early parallel sequence-search software adopted the query segmentation approach [31] , [32] , [33] , where a sequence-search job is parallelized by having individual compute nodes concurrently search disjoint subsets of queries against the whole sequence database. This embarrassingly parallel approach scales well when the database can fit in the memory of a compute node. However, query segmentation suffers expensive paging overhead when the database is much larger than the memory of a compute node. This issue motivated database segmentation [24] , [34] , [35] , [36] , where the sequence database is partitioned and distributed across compute nodes. By fitting large databases into the aggregate memory of multiple nodes, database segmentation eliminates the paging issue and allows timely sequence analysis to keep up with the fast growing database sizes. However, this approach introduces computational dependencies between individual nodes because the distributed results generated at different nodes need to be merged to produce the final output. The parallel overhead caused by merging results increases as the system size grows, consequently limiting the program's scalability for large-scale deployments.
In summary, neither query segmentation nor database segmentation alone is sufficient to offer scalable sequencesearch solutions on massively parallel computers. Consequently, recent efforts adopted a combination of both segmentation approaches. Rangwala et al. developed a parallel BLAST that extended and optimized pioBLAST [36] , a research prototype developed in one of our previous studies, on Blue Gene/L [38] . Oehmen et al. presented ScalaBLAST [39] , a highly efficient parallel BLAST built on top of the Global Array [40] toolkit. These tools organize processors into equal-sized groups and assign a subset of input queries to each group. Within a processor group, each processor searches the assigned queries on a distinct portion of the database. Both tools employ static load balancing and implicitly assume that the execution time of a BLAST search task is predictable from the total sizes and/or the numbers of the input queries. For instance, in ScalaBLAST, the input queries are split among processor groups such that the query batch assigned to each group contains presumably the same amount of "work units." The work units of a query batch are calculated based on a "trial-and-error" model that takes into account both the total number of characters and the number of queries.
However, our recent study discovered that for certain types of BLAST search, there is no clear correlation between the amount of input data and the execution time of a sequence-search task [5] . In addition, tasks processing the same amount of input can have execution times differing by orders of magnitude. The weak correlation between the sequence size and its search time can be attributed to the fact that: 1) the amount of alignment computing depends more on the similarities between the sequences than on the sequence sizes; 2) the BLAST algorithm is heuristic-based, and thus, its execution time is not necessarily proportional to the sequence sizes. As a consequence, the statically partitioned and load-balanced approaches of [38] and [39] will result in significant performance degradation due to their implicit assumption of a predictable correlation between the amount of input data and the execution time of a sequencesearch task. Observing the limitations of existing static loadbalancing approaches, with mpiBLAST-PIO, we adopt a dynamic load-balancing approach and focus on effectively reducing the query scheduling overhead. Our previous study showed that our dynamic load-balancing approach can deliver 30 percent performance improvements over the aforementioned static load-balancing approaches when searching skewed DNA sequences [37] .
Finally, this paper extends from the preliminary studies conducted in our three previous conference publications [36] , [37] , [41] . The distributed result processing (Section 3.3) was first introduced in our IPDPS '05 paper [36] . A preliminary design of the hierarchical architecture (Section 3.1) was presented in our ACM CF '07 paper [41] . Part of the dynamic load-balancing optimizations (Section 3.2) and I/O optimizations (Section 3.4) was discussed in our SC '08 paper [37] .
mpiBLAST
mpiBLAST [24] is an open-source, sequence-search tool that parallelizes the NCBI BLAST toolkit [7] . The original design of mpiBLAST follows a database segmentation approach and a master-worker style. The master uses a greedy algorithm to assign prepartitioned database fragments to workers. Each worker then concurrently performs a BLAST search on its assigned database fragment. The results from different workers are merged and written to the file system on the master. mpiBLAST achieves good speedups when the number of processes is small or moderate. However, as we shall see in Section 3.3, the scalability of mpiBLAST, and any approaches that employ database segmentation for that matter, can be greatly hampered by its centralized output processing design.
MapReduce
MapReduce is a programming model designed to simplify parallel data processing on commodity clusters [42] . While MapReduce has proven to be effective for many web data processing applications, it is less suitable for large-scale sequence search for several reasons. First, MapReduce only handles 1D input, and hence, is not suitable for implementing both query segmentation and database segmentation approaches. Moretti et al. have reported a similar observation that MapReduce is not sufficient to express all-to-all style computation [43] . The existing MapReduce BLAST implementation, i.e., CloudBLAST [44] , only implements query segmentation and stores the entire database on each node. As we discussed in Section 2.2, such a design is not scalable to large databases. Second, cluster MapReduce implementations are coupled with distributed file systems such as the Google File System [45] that require local storage on each compute node. However, many supercomputers today adopt a diskless design on compute nodes. Third, MapReduce imposes a restricted data format, i.e., data are stored in key-value pairs. The output of sequence-search tools such as BLAST is not completely structured. For instance, output data such as global search statistics are hard to express in key-value pairs, making it difficult to implement database segmentation in MapReduce. The flexibility of the MPI model allows fine-grained processing of this kind of unstructured data.
Optimization of Noncontiguous I/O
With database segmentation, the search results generated at each processor will appear noncontiguously in the global output file. Thus, optimizing noncontiguous I/O is important to improve the performance of parallel sequence search. Traditionally, there are two techniques widely adopted to optimize noncontiguous I/O performance used in popular parallel I/O libraries such as ROMIO [19] .
The first one is data sieving, introduced in the PASSION I/O library [46] , which targets noncontiguous I/O requests issued from one process. It replaces the original small, noncontiguous I/O requests with larger ones and uses additional in-memory data manipulation to pick out portions of the data specified in the original read request(s) or to update portions of the data specified in the original write request(s). Since these operations are much faster than disk seeks, data sieving can considerably improve noncontiguous I/O performance at the cost of accessing extra amounts of data. However, with many processes accessing shared files with fine-grained and interleaved write patterns, such as the output of parallel sequence-search applications, data sieving can incur too much extra data access, and hence, yield unsatisfactory I/O performance.
The second technique, collective I/O, was designed to improve parallel noncontiguous I/O by having multiple processes coordinate their operations to combine small, noncontiguous I/O requests into large, sequential ones [18] , [19] , [47] . The most popular collective I/O strategy used today is two-phase I/O [18] . With a two-phase write, involved processes first exchange data to form a contiguous write request, then write such buffered blocks to the file system in parallel. Collective I/O has been widely used in data-intensive numerical simulations. In this paper, we argue that collective I/O, when implemented synchronously, incurs high synchronization cost whenever computational phases of a parallel program are not balanced.
Recently, Bent et al. designed PLFS [48] , a fast checkpoint file system that optimizes noncontiguous write accesses by having processes log their checkpoint data and the corresponding offsets to individual files. For read accesses, a global index needs to be constructed to offer a logical view for the logged data belonging to a file. Although PLFS can considerably improve the noncontiguous write performance, it does not fully address the I/O issue in large-scale sequence search. Unlike the checkpoint data, sequence search results need to be frequently read for further analysis. However, read accesses in PLFS are inefficient, because data are stored noncontinuously, and accessing the global index incurs extra overhead. In addition, PLFS generates one output file per process, which would significantly increase the file management overhead on peta-scale machines with hundreds of thousands of processors.
INTEGRATED COMPUTATION AND I/O SCHEDULING
In this section, we first present the software architecture of mpiBLAST-PIO. Then, we discuss the details of our proposed computation and I/O scheduling optimizations.
Software Architecture
mpiBLAST-PIO adopts a hierarchical architecture as depicted in Fig. 1 . At the top level, processors in the system are organized into equal-sized partitions, which are supervised by a dedicated supermaster process. The supermaster is responsible for assigning tasks to different partitions and handling interpartition load balancing. Within each partition, there is one master process and many worker processes. The master is responsible for coordinating both computation and I/O scheduling in a partition. It periodically fetches a subset of query sequences (defined as a query segment) from the supermaster and assigns them to workers, and it coordinates the output processing of queries that have been processed in the partition. Such a hierarchical design avoids creating scheduling bottlenecks as the system size grows by distributing the scheduling workload to multiple masters. In this architecture, the compute processes in the system are segregated into two groups-masters and workers. In order to maximize the system throughput, it is important to keep both groups of processes equally busy so that the system idleness is minimized. The key to balancing the workload between the masters and workers is to choose an appropriate partition size S p (defined as the number of workers in the partition). To this end, our design supports mapping an arbitrary number of workers to a master and allows users to determine the appropriate S p value through initial profiling with sampled sequences from the original query. 2 As the master's workload increases monotonically as S p grows, an optimal S p can be found by comparing the program performance at gradually increased S p values. Note that the optimal S p value is platform-and workloaddependent. While automatic tuning of this parameter is challenging and beyond the scope of this paper, our experiences on multiple platforms and search workloads suggest that using 128 workers per partition is a reasonably good choice.
To enable database segmentation, mpiBLAST-PIO prepartitions the sequence database into fragments and stores the fragments onto the shared file system. mpiBLAST-PIO defines two running modes, nonsharing and sharing, according to how the databases are distributed and stored on the worker nodes.
The nonsharing mode assumes that input database fragments are not shared among different parallel BLAST jobs. This mode is suitable for platforms without locally attached disks, such as IBM Blue Gene systems. In this mode, the fragments are replicated to the worker nodes' memory in a way similar to those replication schemes used in previous parallel BLAST studies [38] , [41] . During system initialization, all workers in the system are organized into temporary equal-sized replication groups, and the first group is designated as the I/O group. All database fragments are disjointly assigned to the workers in the I/O group in a round-robin fashion. Each worker in the I/O group then reads in its assigned fragments in parallel and broadcasts them to the corresponding workers in all other groups.
In institutions where BLAST is heavily used by many users and cluster nodes are equipped with locally attached disks, it is desirable to enable sharing of common sequence databases between BLAST jobs to reduce the cost of data movement. In the sharing mode, the database fragments used by a BLAST job will remain on the local disks of the worker nodes after the job is finished. At the beginning of mpiBLAST-PIO execution, workers report the cached fragments on their local disks to the master. This fragment distribution information is then taken into account during the scheduling decision.
Fine-Grained, Dynamically Load-Balanced Computation Scheduling
BLAST search time is highly variable and unpredictable, as found in our past research [5] . To the best of our knowledge, there is no effective way to estimate the execution time of a given BLAST search. So, without a priori knowledge of queries' processing time, we simply use a greedy scheduling algorithm to assign fine-grained tasks to idle processes. To effectively balance loads across multiple partitions, we assign a small query segment to each partition, especially for running on supercomputers with a large number of partitions. On the other hand, fine-grained, query-segment allocation incurs two problems. First, the scheduling overhead increases as the query segment size decreases. Second, using small query segments forces frequent synchronization between the workers within each partition, leaving faster workers to wait for their slower peers to finish before acquiring a new segment of queries to work on. In particular, with small query segments, there are not enough queries to "cancel out" the per-query imbalance of search time, therefore intrapartition load imbalance may worsen, resulting in degradation of resource utilization.
We address the above problems associated with small scheduling granularity via dynamic worker grouping and proactive query prefetching. Specifically, the search of a query is broken into a set of tasks corresponding to the set of database fragments this query has to be searched against. The masters dynamically maintain a window of outstanding tasks. Whenever a worker finishes its current task, it contacts the master to request another one. The set of workers that work on one particular query is thus dynamically formed. This can achieve better load balancing within a partition compared to statically assigning search tasks of a query to a fixed set of workers. With query prefetching, the master requests the next query segment when the total number of outstanding tasks in the window falls under a certain threshold. By combining these two techniques, workers will not be slowed down by waiting for their peers or for the next batch of query sequences.
The scheduling process running on the master is given in Algorithm 1 below. The master maintains a list of query sequences, QL, that are being processed in the partition. A query sequence in QL corresponds to jF j individual tasks, each searching the query sequence against a distinct database fragment. The master keeps track of how many tasks have been completed by workers. When observing that the number of total incomplete tasks of all query sequences in QL is less than the number of workers (jW j) in the partition, the master issues a query prefetching request to the supermaster. To overlap network communication with local job scheduling, the master receives the query segment in the background with a nonblocking MPI call. The new query segment received from the supermaster is then appended to the end of QL. In the above design, the size of a prefetched query segment (S q ) is configurable. Using a smaller S q can yield better loadbalancing results, but it increases the number of messages sent to the supermaster. In practice, S q can be configured to an arbitrarily small value as long as the supermaster is not overloaded by the prefetching messages. Based on our experiments on the System X cluster (configuration details will be described in Section 4.1) using 1,024 processors, for typical BLAST searches, the supermaster is not a performance bottleneck even when the S q is set to 1. In our previous study that used a similar scheduling algorithm on the IBM Blue Gene/P system [37] , we found that an S q value of 5 was sufficient to scale across 32,768 processing cores.
Within each partition, workers periodically report to the master for assignments when idle. Upon receiving a task request from an idle worker (w j ), the master scans QL to determine a task for w j as follows: For the current query sequence being examined (q c ):
1. If w j has cached some database fragments that have not been searched against q c , the cached fragment that is least distributed (i.e., cached by fewest workers) in the partition will be assigned to the worker. 2. If w j has not cached any unsearched fragment of query sequence q c and the sharing mode is used, the least distributed fragment is assigned to w j , who will then load the assigned fragment from the shared file system into its local cache before the computation. Here, data locality is taken into account to reduce data movements and keep partitionwide data distribution to a minimum under the sharing mode. If no tasks can be found for this worker, the scheduling algorithm moves on to the next query in QL. The same scheduling procedures are repeated until a task is decided for the idle worker or until all unfinished query sequences in QL have been examined, in which case the worker has finished its own portion of work. By allowing incomplete tasks to be independently scheduled to any worker that has cached the corresponding database fragments, our scheduling algorithm helps balance the workload among workers even when execution times of different search tasks are highly skewed.
Scalable Distributed Result Processing
While most existing studies on parallel sequence search have focused on parallelizing the computational part of sequence search, we have found that the efficient handling of output data is crucial in sustaining parallel execution efficiency on large-scale systems. In this section, we identify several performance issues in mpiBLAST's original protocol for processing results. We then present a lightweight alternative for mpiBLAST-PIO. The new protocol can significantly reduce the nonsearch overhead of sequencesearch tools using the database segmentation approach and enable efficient processing of output-intensive queries.
As discussed in Section 2.3, mpiBLAST originally adopted a centralized result-processing approach to merge the results that are generated by different workers. Specifically, in mpiBLAST, a worker produces result alignments after searching a query sequence against a database fragment. Each result alignment is a piece of the intermediate result, which describes a hit area identified from an in-database sequence. Information regarding an alignment, such as sequence IDs, E-values, and the locations of the hit are stored in a per-alignment data structure. Fig. 2a depicts the procedures of centralized result processing. When a search task is finished, the worker sends the result alignments together with the corresponding sequence data to the master. The result alignments belonging to the same query will be merged into a list in the order of their E-values, and the corresponding sequence data will be buffered and used later in the result formatting step. A query is ready for output when the result alignments of all database fragments have been received. The result data of multiple ready queries are processed and written in their submission order. To process a ready query, the master calls the output routine of NCBI BLAST, which in turn, formats each qualified alignment (in the top k range of the alignment list) and appends the corresponding result data block to the output file.
The above centralized design assumes that the result formatting and writing can be easily handled by a single compute node. This assumption, however, is not valid given the ever-growing scale of sequence databases, query workloads, and parallel computers. For example, researchers have found that searching individual "hard" queries against large DNA sequence databases could yield gigabytes of output data [5] . As a result, centralized result merging and formatting becomes the major scalability bottleneck in mpiBLAST. Fig. 3 shows the execution breakdown of searching 300 nr sequences against the database itself with mpiBLAST v1.4 on System X at Virginia Tech (configurations to be described in Section 4). The "search time" refers to the average time spent on the actual BLAST search algorithm by each worker. The "other time" includes all parallel overhead, which is dominated by the result processing cost at the scale of our experiments. As shown in Fig. 3 , the search time decreases near-linearly as more workers are used, but the nonsearch overhead also increases rapidly. Consequently, the overall execution time stops decreasing even when at 32 workers.
Several reasons account for the poor scalability of centralized result processing. First, all result alignments need to be buffered at the master before output, imposing a high memory demand on this single node, causing serious performance degradation, or simply forbidding the completion of certain output-intensive queries. Second, the result formatting and writing are performed sequentially, making the master a potential performance bottleneck in handling a bulky result volume. Finally, the result sequence data need to be sent over the network to the master for preparing output, adding high message-passing cost to the application-visible overhead.
To address these problems, mpiBLAST-PIO adopts a distributed result processing design to enhance its scalability in searching both individual and multiple queries on a large number of processors. Fig. 2b illustrates this new output workflow. First, after generating local result alignments, workers take one more step to format the alignments into output blocks and store them in memory buffers. Each output block is stored with the E-value of the corresponding alignment. Next, workers submit block metadata, which consists of the E-value and size of each local output block, to 
When the block metadata of all workers have been received for one query, the master calculates the in-file offsets of globally qualified output blocks and sends those back to the workers who buffered corresponding output blocks. Now knowing the subset of their qualified local output blocks, the workers write the output buffers that they already prepared to the file system. These write operations can be carried out in parallel using several strategies, to be discussed in Section 3.4. Note that the workers will proceed with searching new query sequences when the output offsets of a searched query sequence are not readily computed on the master. Thus, output processing on the master is overlapped with search computing on the workers without incurring visible synchronization cost.
The above-distributed result processing greatly reduces the parallel overhead compared to the centralized scheme. First, it improves the level of parallelism by shifting the bulk of work in result formatting from the master to the workers and allows concurrent output preparation. Second, it alleviates the memory space bottleneck at the master node by having all workers collaboratively buffer intermediate results. Third, only a small amount of data (i.e., E-values, sizes, and write offsets of output blocks) needs to be exchanged between the master and the workers, dramatically reducing the system communication volume.
It is worth noting that the E-value calculation is affected by the database size. As such, earlier versions of mpiBLAST generate inaccurate E-values because the size of a database fragment is smaller than that of the entire database. mpiBLAST-PIO solves this issue by broadcasting the global database information to all workers and having workers use those information to perform E-value calculation. By doing so, mpiBLAST-PIO can generate exactly the same results as NCBI BLAST does.
Parallel Output Scheduling
Our dynamic computation scheduling and distributed result processing leave each involved worker a set of noncontiguous output data blocks to write to disjoint ranges in the output file. Efficiently writing those output data to the file system is another challenge to sustaining high sequence-search throughput that needs to be overcome.
Optimization of noncontiguous I/O operations has been well-studied for parallel numerical simulations, which often possess predictable data access patterns and balanced computation models. However, in our situation, the unique aspects of parallel sequence-search applications complicate the I/O design in several ways:
. The output data distribution is fine-grained and irregular, varying from one query to another depending on its search results [5] . Straightforward, uncoordinated I/O can result in poor I/O performance. . Unlike in timestep simulations, where the computation time is well-balanced across processes, here, computation time could be significantly imbalanced across workers searching the same query on different database fragments. In addition, there is no inherent synchronization in the computation core between searching different queries. Synchronous parallel I/O techniques may incur high parallel overhead and have negative impact on our load-balancing algorithms. The above observations suggest that traditional noncontiguous I/O optimization techniques, specifically data sieving and collective I/O (described in Section 2.5), may not be suitable for massively parallel sequence search. In this paper, we investigate an alternative I/O optimization that employs an asynchronous, two-phase writing technique. We compare it with existing parallel I/O optimizations by evaluating four output strategies: WorkerIndividual, WorkerCollective, MasterMerge, and WorkerMerge (as illustrated side-by-side in Fig. 4) . Among them, the first three are based on existing I/O techniques, and the last one (WorkerMerge) is based on our proposed I/O optimization.
WorkerIndividual
As described in Section 3.3, once the workers receive write offsets of buffered output blocks from the master, they can go ahead and issue write requests to the shared file system to write out the buffered output blocks. Fig. 4a depicts the procedure of the WorkerIndividual strategy with an example setting consisting of three workers, assuming the database is also segmented into three fragments. Whenever a worker finishes a search assignment, it checks with the master to receive offset information for previously completed queries. If such information arrives, the worker will first write local qualified output blocks to the shared file system before searching its next assignment. Note that as the result merging cannot be finalized until all workers complete searching the query sequence q i , a worker likely will not be able to proceed with output right after it finishes searching this query. Instead of blocking this worker until the write offsets for q i are released by the master, the scheduler lets the worker go ahead and request the next query sequence, q iþ1 and start computation again.
The writing of noncontiguous output data can be done in two ways. The intuitive way is to perform a seek-and-write operation for every block via POSIX I/O calls. This is a slow solution as it will result in many small I/O requests, unfavored by typical file systems. An alternative way is to use the noncontiguous write method provided by MPI-IO [49] . Each worker first creates a file view that describes the locations to be written, then just calls MPI_File_write() to issue writes of all output data at once. MPI-IO libraries such as ROMIO [19] provide optimizations for this kind of noncontiguous write with data sieving [50] . In our experiments, MPI-IO calls will be used when data sieving is supported by the underlying file system; otherwise, we fall back to seek-and-write with POSIX functions.
The major advantage of WorkerIndividual is that it does not introduce any synchronization overhead in the I/O phase. Because the output processing/writing of previous query sequences can be well-overlapped with the computation for later query sequences, workers alternate between computation and I/O without wasting time waiting for other workers. This strategy is expected to work efficiently if the noncontiguous writing performance is well-sustained by the underlying file system. The disadvantage, however, is that the noncontiguous accesses may be inefficient. Even with data sieving, the concurrent irregular I/O requests from multiple workers generate much contention on the file system, leading to undesirable I/O performance.
WorkerCollective
Collective I/O appears to be a natural solution when we have a large number of small, noncontiguous I/O requests accessing a shared file with an interleaving pattern. A corresponding output strategy for parallel sequence search, which we call WorkerCollective, lets the workers coordinate their write efforts into larger requests. As illustrated in Fig. 4b , after receiving write offsets from the master, rather than performing individual writes, the workers will issue an MPI-IO collective write request. Like in the case of WorkerIndividual, the result merging of q i likely will not be done right after the search of this query is completed. To overlap the master's result processing with workers' searching, all the workers involved in searching q i continue with query processing, until between assignments they find that the file offset information regarding q i has arrived. At this point, a worker will enter the collective output call for q i . The advantage of this strategy lies in its better I/O performance compared to the noncontiguous write approach, by combining many small write requests into several large contiguous ones through extra data exchange over the network. However, even with the overlap discussed above, this strategy still incurs frequent synchronization, as collective I/O calls are essentially barriers that force workers to wait for each other (as shown with the white boxes in Fig. 4b) . While very suitable for time-step simulations, this communication pattern is undesirable for parallel sequence-searches, which are known to have imbalanced computation.
MasterMerge
Another intuitive solution, especially considering the popular use of Network File System (NFS) servers on commodity clusters, is to let the master handle all the output. We call this the MasterMerge. With MasterMerge, the workers proceed as in the previous two schemes, until the result merging outcome is communicated back to the workers. At this point, rather than writing qualified local output blocks to the shared file, the workers forward them to the master. The master then merges the output data in its memory and issues large, sequential write requests to the output file. Fig. 4b shows the output process using MasterMerge. This approach avoids concurrent I/O by many workers on a system with limited parallel I/O support and merges small I/O requests without enforcing synchronization on workers. However, the master can easily become a bottleneck on large-scale systems.
In implementing this strategy, the master's memory constraint has to be taken into account. We defined a maximum write buffer size (MBS) in the master to coordinate incremental output communication, similar to the scheme used in common two-phase I/O implementations [18] . That is, only MBS amount of data will be collected and written at each operation.
WorkerMerge
Recognizing the limitations of the aforementioned approaches, we propose WorkerMerge, an output strategy that performs asynchronous, two-phase writes with merged I/O requests. With this strategy, after the master finishes result merging for query q i , it appoints one of the workers to be the writer for this query. To minimize data communication, we select the worker with the largest volume of qualified output data to play the writer role, who will collect and write the entire output for this query. The workers involved in searching q i are notified about the output data distribution and the writer assignment, and send their output data for q i to the writer. In the example depicted in Fig. 4b , worker 2 is selected as the writer for query q i . After receiving output offsets, worker 1 and worker 3 send their output blocks to worker 2 using nonblocking MPI sends, then continue with the next search assignment. After worker 2 finishes searching query q iþ1 , it receives output blocks sent by workers 1 and 3, then performs a contiguous write.
In our implementation, the same incremental communication strategy used in MasterMerge is adopted here to guard against buffer space shortage. Such data collection is conducted using nonblocking MPI communication to overlap with search computations. A writer checks the status of the collection between searching two assignments. Whenever the data are ready, it issues an individual write call to output a large chunk of data. One may be concerned that in the extreme case, all writes will be handled by a worker if the fragments on this worker always generate more output data than other fragments for all queries. This extreme case rarely happens in reality. In addition, even in that extreme case, the write duties will be shared by multiple workers in a partition that caches the same set of database fragments.
The WorkerMerge strategy takes advantage of collective I/O and removes the synchronization problem. Meanwhile, it resolves the bottleneck problem of MasterMerge by offloading output gathering and writing to workers. It seamlessly works with our dynamically load-balanced computation scheduling algorithm and allows a large number of workers to be efficiently supervised by a master.
One may argue that the MPI-IO standard does provide asynchronous collective I/O with split collective read/write operations [49] . The split collective operations allow the overlap of I/O and computation by separating a single blocking collective call into a pair of "begin" and "end" operations. However, our framework cannot benefit from them for two reasons. First, split collective I/O is not yet supported in popular MPI-IO libraries [19] . Second, in our target scenario, the data distribution (in terms of an MPI file view) is computed dynamically depending on the local result merging process, therefore a new file view needs to be constructed for each query's output. Since the MPI_Fi-le_set_view call has only a blocking form, there is no way to remove interworker synchronization even with split collective write functions.
In our current design, the result from each query is written by one writer process. For queries that generate large amounts of output data, using multiple writers may be beneficial. Our work targets large BLAST jobs processing many queries on supercomputers. With a large number of concurrent groups working on queries and our proposed asynchronous writing, the underlying I/O parallelism in the system is expected to be well-utilized. Therefore, the main issue here is whether the individual writers will have enough memory space to buffer the single-query output, which can be addressed by our incremental buffering and writing design.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Experiment Setup
To evaluate the computation and I/O scheduling approaches presented earlier in this paper, we perform extensive experiments with mpiBLAST-PIO on three clusters with varying sizes, architectures, interconnection types, operating systems, and file systems, as described below.
Jacquard
Jacquard is a 356-node Opteron cluster located at the National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC). Each node has dual Opteron 2.2 GHz processors and 6 GB of physical memory. The nodes are interconnected with a high-speed InfiniBand network. Shared file storage is provided by the GPFS filesystem [51] . The MPI library is MVAPICH version 0.9.5-mlx1.0.1.
IA64
IA64 is a distributed/shared memory hybrid of commodity systems based on the Intel Itanium 2 processor. It is located at Ohio Supercomputer Center (OSC). The partition used in our experiments consists of 110 compute nodes, each has two 1.3 Gigahertz Intel Itanium 2 processors and 4 GB of physical memory. The nodes are interconnected with Myrinet and Gigabit Ethernet. Shared file storage is provided by a PVFS filesystem. The operating system is Linux and the MPI library is a version of MPICH optimized for the Myrinet high-speed interconnect.
System X
System X is a 1,100-node Mac OS cluster located at Virginia Tech (VT). Each node consists of two 2.0-GHz IBM PowerPC 970 CPUs and 4 GB of physical memory. System X uses two interconnection fabrics, InfiniBand and Gigabit Ethernet. Shared file storage is provided by a ZFS [52] distributed filesystem. The MPI library is a customized version of MPICH 1.2.5.
It is worth noticing that due to a special combination of the file system (ZFS) and the MPICH customization, MPI-IO (especially collective I/O) is not well-supported on System X. Therefore, for all experiments on System X, we only show results of the three output strategies other than WorkerCollective.
The experiment database is nt, a nucleotide sequence database that contains the GenBank, EMB L, D, and PDB sequences. At the time when our experiments are performed, the nt database contained more than 5 million sequences with a total raw size of about 20 GB and a formatted size of about 6.5 GB. To stress test the scalability of mpiBLAST-PIO, we use sequences randomly sampled from nt itself as queries because these queries are guaranteed to find close matches in the database.
In our experiments, mpiBLAST-PIO is configured to run in the sharing mode on IA64 and System X, where the database is predistributed to the local disks of compute nodes to save the database redistribution time in consecutive runs. The execution times reported on these systems do not include the database distribution time. On Jacquard, the program is configured to run in the nonsharing mode as this platform does not provide per node local storage for applications. The sequence database is distributed to the memory of all processors using the replication approach described in Section 3.1 at each run, and this overhead is included in the overall execution time.
Scalability Comparison of Output Strategies
In this section, we evaluate the scalability of four output strategies discussed in Section 3.4 with regard to both system sizes and output sizes. The experiment query set consists of 1,000 randomly sampled nt sequences sized 5 KB or less. 3 The sequences within this length range account for 96 percent of overall sequences in the database. Our past experiences suggested that searching these sequences incurs high I/O demands. For all experiments in this section, we configured mpiBLAST-PIO to use only one partition. Here, we are only looking at I/O scaling, and in the next sections, we will evaluate load balancing and the overall program scaling. The nt database is partitioned into 32 fragments. These fragments are distributed on every eight workers in a Round-Robin fashion. This configuration works well for the BLAST search jobs used in the experiments according to our experiences. All experiments are repeated three times and the average results are reported. The result variances are less than 5 percent in these experiments, and hence the error bars are not included in the figures.
Fig . 5 shows the node scalability test results, where we plot the overall execution time of searching the given query set against nt as a function of the number of workers. We find that across all three platforms, the WorkerMerge approach works consistently the best. Overall, its winning margin increases as the number of workers grows. With 128 workers, it outperforms the WorkerInidividual strategy by an average factor of 1.8 over the three test systems, WorkerCollective by 5.4, and MasterMerge by 1.7. In addition, WorkerMerge achieves near-linear scaling from 16 to 128 workers on all three tested platforms. As expected, it outperforms other strategies by adopting distributed, merged I/O without enforcing additional synchronization that slows down query processing.
For the two systems that have collective I/O support, the WorkerCollective approach gives the worst performance. This is due to the synchronization cost associated with periodic collective I/O operations. Interestingly, the differences between the other three approaches look very different on the three platforms. Most notably, the WorkerIndividual, MasterMerge, and WorkerMerge strategies yield very similar performance on the IA64 system. One major reason is that the CPU frequency on this machine is relatively low (1.3 GHz), while the interconnection bandwidth and the I/O bandwidth are high. Overall, this results in a lower pressure on the output components, as results are generated rather slowly but consumed fast. On Jacquard, it is evident that WorkerMerge outperforms MasterMerge, and MasterMerge outperforms WorkerIndividual.
Next, we perform a set of output scalability tests. By default, NCBI BLAST reports the matches between a query sequence and the top 500 database sequences that are closed to the query based on the alignment results. This configuration is used in the previous group of tests. In the output scalability tests, we vary the output size by configuring BLAST to report the top 250, 500, 1,000, and 2,000 result database sequences. The corresponding total output sizes are 428 MB, 768 MB, 1.4 GB, and 2.4 GB, respectively. The total number of workers used here is fixed at 128. The rationale behind the output scalability tests is that as parallel computers become more powerful and databases grow larger, the I/O-to-computation ratio of genomic sequence-searches is expected to increase in the near future. By varying the amount of output data, our tests arguably evaluate how well different output strategies accommodate the performance trend of future sequence-search jobs. In addition, our tests address users' needs for gathering large amounts of results; according to the feedbacks provided in mpiBLAST users' mailing list, it is not unusual that nowadays BLAST users choose to have several thousands of result sequences reported. Fig. 6 shows the results of the output scalability tests, where we plot the overall execution time as a function of the number of reported result sequences. The advantage of WorkerMerge over the other strategies is more evident than in the node scalability tests. When reporting 2,000 result sequences, WorkerMerge outperforms the second best strategy by a factor of 2.4, 1.8, and 1.3 on Jacquard, IA64, and System X, respectively, and outperforms the worst strategy by a factor of 4.9, 8.8, and 2.1. In addition, the performance curves of WorkerMerge are much flatter than those of the other three strategies, suggesting that WorkerMerge is less sensitive to the growth of output sizes than the others.
Overall, the relative performance differences between various strategies are similar to those in the node scalability tests. A new observation is that on Jacquard, the performance of WorkerIndividual degrades fast as more results are reported, causing a worse execution time than WorkerCollective at 2,000 result database sequences. The scalability of WorkerIndividual is much better on IA64 and System X. One explanation is that the noncontiguous write approach used in WorkerIndividual is better supported by the file systems on the two platforms. In particular, PVFS (on IA64) provides special optimization for this write pattern with LIST I/O technique [21] .
It is clear that for both types of scalability tests, WorkerMerge greatly outperforms the other strategies on all three tested platforms. Therefore, we will configure mpiBLAST-PIO to use WorkerMerge in the rest of the experiments.
Fine-Grained Dynamic Load Balancing
In Section 3.2, we presented the details of our fine-grained, dynamic load-balancing algorithm. A key factor of the design is to minimize the scheduling overhead by having masters proactively prefetch query segments from the supermaster. In this section, we evaluate the efficacy of query-segment prefetching with two synthesized workloads that have different balancing sensitivity to the task granularity.
The first workload uses a query set consisting of 1,000 randomly sampled nt sequences sized 1KB or less. Our past experiences suggest that the search time distribution is relatively balanced for these sequences. For this workload, the load balance results are relatively insensitive to the task granules. For the second workload, we purposely synthesize a query set with a skewed search time distribution, where the load-balancing results are highly sensitive to the task granules. We mixed expensive queries with inexpensive ones in terms of their search times as follows: According to our previous study [5] , expensive query sequences in the nt database are likely to be larger than 5 KB. With this hint, we first randomly sample 10,000 query sequences under 50 KB from the nt database. These sequences are separated into two groups, with the first group consisting of sequences larger than 5 KB and the second group consisting of the rest. Then, we extract 10 percent of the most expensive sequences out of group one and put them together with 10 percent sequences randomly extracted from group two. This results in a 1,000-sequence query set with expensive ones in the beginning. Fig. 7a gives the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) plot of the processing time of each query sequence in the above two workloads when searched on 32 processors on System X. We label the first and the second workloads with "Balanced" and "Skewed," respectively. As can be seen, 98.8 percent of query sequences in the first workload can be processed within 10 seconds, and the longest processing time is only 50 seconds. In the second workload, most of the query sequences (96.9 percent) can still be processed within 10 seconds. However, the rest of the sequences are much more expensive, with processing times ranging from 40 to 400 seconds.
We search the two workloads on System X using 166 processors configured into five partitions, with each consisting of 32 workers. The nt database is partitioned and predistributed in the same way as in the scalability tests. Each experiment is repeated three times and the average numbers are reported. Again, the result variances are quite small (less than 5 percent), so we do not include the error bars in the result figures. 7a shows the results of searching the balanced workload with and without query-segment prefetching on various task granules (i.e., query segment sizes). The overall execution time is reported as it measures the comprehensive performance impacts and matters the most to the end users. As expected, our prefetching design can significantly reduce the scheduling overhead when using small task granules compared to the nonprefetching design. Specifically, without prefetching of query segments, the overall execution time increases by a factor of 1.4 when the query segment size drops from 5 to 1. This is because when the task granule is small, there is not enough work in a query segment to balance loads across workers in the partition, causing worker idleness. In contrast, with prefetching, the overall execution time is about the same across different segment sizes. We further measure the worker idle time by subtracting the average time that the workers spend on doing useful work (i.e., searching, processing, and writing results) from the overall execution time. As shown in Table 1 , nonprefetching configurations incur significantly higher idle time than the prefetching counterparts for small segment sizes. In particular, the idle time of the nonprefetching configuration is more than 10-fold higher than that of the prefetching configuration for segment size 1.
The results of searching the skewed workload are quite different than those of the balanced workload, as shown in Fig. 7a . For this heavy-headed query set, a large query segment size can cause significant imbalance in the processing times of individual segments. As a result, in general, the overall execution time increases as the query segment size grows. However, without prefetching, using segment size 5 delivers better performance than using segment size 1. The reason is when the segment size is 1, the overhead caused by the worker idleness offsets the gain of fine-grained load balancing. The worker idle issue is greatly resolved with prefetching of query segments. Consequently, with prefetching, the system achieves the best performance at the smallest task granule (query segment size 1), where the advantage of fine-grained load balancing is fully taken. In particular, the best prefetching case (query segment size 1) outperforms the best nonprefetching case (query segment size 5) by a factor of 1.4.
Overall System Scalability
In order to evaluate the scalability of our integrated scheduling approach on massively parallel machines, in this experiment, we benchmark mpiBLAST-PIO with up to 1,024 processors on System X. We vary the system size to include from 128 to 1,024 processors. To see how different partition sizes will affect the system throughput, for each system size, we perform multiple tests by configuring mpiBLAST-PIO to use four different partition sizes (in terms of number of workers): 32, 64, 128, and the system size (PALL). Note that when the partition size equals the system size (e.g., using 128 as the partition size on 128 processors), there is only one master process. The query set consists of 5,000 randomly sampled nt sequences sized 5 KB or less. The database is partitioned and distributed as other experiments presented previously. The prefetching query segment size is set to one.
The performance results are shown in Fig. 8 . The first observation is that the execution times decrease nicely for all configurations as the system size grows. Surprisingly, even with a single master (labeled PALL), mpiBLAST-PIO scales well to 1,024 processors, which suggests that our inner-partition scheduling algorithm is highly efficient. However, the benefit of hierarchical scheduling on large system size is evident. With 512 processors and above, PALL is significantly slower than all other three configurations, simply because the master will become a performance bottleneck when managing too many workers. The performance impacts of using different partition sizes are affected by a combination of several factors. On the one hand, using larger partition sizes can save the number of master processes and give more horse power to the actual search computation. On the other hand, larger partition sizes could overburden the master process with increasing loads of scheduling and output coordination, and consequently, incur higher parallel overhead. Table 2 shows the measured processing time on the master node, including scheduling and output coordination for various partition sizes on 1,024 processors. Clearly, the master load increases noticeably as the partition size grows. Interestingly, P32 and P64 deliver almost identical performance. This suggests that when partition size increases from 32 to 64, the saving in search computation time is counteracted by the parallel overhead increase. Nonetheless, mpiBLAST-PIO achieves almost linear speedup up to 1,024 processors when the partition size is set to 64, with a parallel efficiency of 92 percent on 1,024 processors as shown in Fig. 9 .
CONCLUSION
We consider large-scale genomic sequence-search as a class of parallel applications that possesses highly irregular runtime behaviors in both computation and I/O. We identify that for this type of application, the incoordination between the I/O optimizations and the computation scheduling could result in serious performance degradations. Consequently, we propose an integrated scheduling approach that nicely coordinates dynamic computation load balancing and high-performance noncontiguous I/O for maximizing the sequence search throughput. We implemented our optimizations on mpiBLAST and developed a research prototype named mpiBLAST-PIO. The experimental results on multiple platforms demonstrate that our integrated scheduling approach allows large-scale sequence search to efficiently scale on general parallel computers. In the future, we plan to generalize our study to other scientific applications with irregular computation and I/O patterns such as parallel HMMER [53] and large-scale protein family identification [54] . . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
